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A

25‑year‑old female, gravida 1, para 0, abortus 1, without
underlying disease presented with severe headache,
upward gaze, limbs rigidity, and loss of consciousness for
10 min. She just received dilation and curettage 2 days ago
because of fetal death at the 9th week of pregnancy. On arrival,
she was conscious. Physical examination revealed decreased
muscle power over her left extremities. Laboratory study and
electrocardiogram revealed no abnormality. Emergency nonenhanced computed tomography (CT) of the head showed no
evidence of intracranial hemorrhage, but increased attenuation in superior sagittal sinus was found [Figure 1, arrows].
She was admitted and confirmed the diagnosis of cerebral
venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) by the magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) with venography [Figure 2]. During hospitalization, the awake electroencephalography revealed neither
epileptiform discharges nor cortical dysfunction. The antinuclear, anticardiolipin, antiphospholipid, and anti‑beta 2
glycoprotein antibodies were all negative. The levels of
complement 3 and 4 were normal. After the treatment of
low‑molecular‑weight heparin followed by oral anticoagulant,
she was discharged without any sequelae 17 days later.
CVST is a rare form of cerebrovascular disease. Distinct
from the common cerebral vascular accident, CVST most
affects young adults without vascular risk factors [1,2]. Its
clinical presentations are highly variable including headache (the most frequent), focal motor weakness, seizure,
consciousness disturbance, cognitive dysfunction, behavior
symptoms (e.g. delirium, amnesia, and mutism), and even
coma [1‑3]. Hence, early diagnosis is challenging.
The major risk factors for CVST are prothrombotic states
including thrombophilia, pregnancy, the puerperium period, oral
contraceptives use, malignancy, infection and head injury [1,2].
Nonenhanced CT a useful way to rule out other etiology
including acute hemorrhage and recent ischemic stroke. The
primary sign of CVST on nonenhanced CT is hyperdensity of a
cortical vein or dural sinus, called the cord sign. However, only
approximately one‑third of CVST demonstrates this sign [1,4].
MRI with venography is more sensitive examination [1,4].
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Figure 1: Nonenhanced computed tomography of head showed increased
attenuation in superior sagittal sinus (arrows) which indicates the cord sign

However, it is not always available in the emergency department. CT venography showing a filling defect in cerebral sinus
or vein can be a faster way of detecting CVST [1,2]. The principal treatment of CVST is anticoagulation and correction of
underlying prothrombotic states. Surgical intervention, such
as endovascular therapy or decompressive hemicraniectomy
may be needed if neurologic deterioration [1,2]. A careful
history taking, correct image reading, and highly suspicion in
young‑aged patients with unusual headache, stroke‑like symptoms and without the usual vascular risk factors are the key to
diagnosis this disease.
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Figure 2: Magnetic resonance imaging T1‑weighted fast spin echo with contrast
showed high signal subacute clot in superior sagittal sinus (arrowheads in the
left upper and lower figures). Magnetic resonance imaging venography showed
decreased venous flow in superior sagittal sinus (arrows in right upper and
lower figures)
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